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O p i n i o n A r t s  W e e k l y
Admiring someone's butt from New art shows are popping up
afar? Make sure you can write all over campus. Check 'em
before you send off that love letter. out...
Page 4 Pages A1-A4
O u t e r  L i m i t s
Testing the tastebuds. A  wine 
excursion in your own back­
yard.
Page 12
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R ace fo r  g o v ern o r h ea ts up w ith  te lev ise d  forum
Lesser-known candidates share 
views via Internet
fly  Aaondo CovomAios
___  AssotxrtMi Preo
LOS ANGELES — Only four 
candidates were invited to
Wednesday’s televised gubernato­
rial debate — so 11 o f the 13 oth­
ers found their own forum on 
another small screen. As modera­
tors at the formal debate asked 
questions, those who were
snubbed supplied answers on the 
Internet.
Answers were posted on the 
Democracy Network Web site less 
than three hours after the main­
stream debate ended.
Though pleased to be in cyber­
space, some said they were disap­
pointed they could not be part of 
the televised debate.
"It seems that politics in this 
country is kind of like athletic 
contests, the assumption being we 
only need to pay attention to 
those who polls show are most 
likely to win, even if that cripples 
political debate,* said Green Party 
candidate Dan Hamburg, a politi­
cal activist from Mendocino 
Coimty.
The live debate featuring 
Democrats Jane Harman. Gray 
Davis and A1 Checchi and
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W ildflow ers surround Irekkers on W ednesday $ wilderness walk lo the "P.*
I f  OvistiM Lowlor 
Doily SisH Wnicr
Fifteen dedicated C'al FV)ly peo­
ple made an hour trek up and over 
I\)Iy Canyon Wednesday for the 
second annual wilderness walk led 
by Provost Paul 
Zingg.
In Fall 1996.
Zingg formed a 
Town Hall
Committee to pro­
vide the Cal Poly 
community with a 
group to come to 
with problems, questions or just a 
place to chat This committee host­
ed this walk that was much more 
than >our average walk in the 
park
After participants received a 
free survival kit fully equipped 
with a Cal I*oly \*isor. drink, cookie, 
straw and napkin, the group head­
ed out toward the agricultural part 
of campus
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Associoled Press
The major gubernatorial candidates for governor in California had a num­ber of chances to make points with voters 
Wednesday dur 
ing a televised question-and- 
answer forum. They were given 90 
seconds at the end of the session 
to make a final pitch. The text of 
those summaries:
A l  C h e c c h i
I’ve offered a detailed plan for 
the future. I’ve also been criticized 
by my opponents for spending my 
own money in this campaign. But 
I’d rather spend my own money 
and say what I believe because if 
I'm elecUnJ I’ll be able to do what’s 
right for this state. I won’t owe 
anything to anyone but the people 
of California and that’s the way it 
should be.
So I hope you’ll ask yourself 
some questions before you vote. 
Do we need a plan to prepare 
California for the 21st centur>- or 
can we continue to get hy with 
substandard schools, have the 
third-highest crime rate in 
America? How will we respond to 
those families I've met who are 
concerned about health insurance
and how they'll care for an aging 
grandparent?
That’s why the plan I've pro­
posed includes a health care bill of 
rights and tax credits so seniors 
can be helped 
and stayGovernor's race^ '”ino w n 
h o m e s  
instead of being forced 
into a nursing home.
Finally, whatever the outcome, 
let me thank the people of this 
state for listening and telling me 
the truths of their lives and for 
welcoming Cathy and me into 
their communities over these 
many months and miles. If you 
give me the chance. I'll stand up 
for you. n i use every skill and 
strength I possess to fight for your 
future and I’ll tr>- my hardest to 
live up to your trust.
G r a y  D a m s
I want to remind the voters 
that on June 2 you have to make a 
very important decision. You have 
to decide which of these candi­
dates has the leadership, the 
experience, the vision to fix our 
schools and kwp our neighbor­
hoods safe and to bring our 
diverse peoples together.
It’s been a great privilege to
See FORUM  poge 3
SoteZ/Me g/McZi knocks 
debate off air
AaodolKl Pi»B_________
LOS ANGELES — The candi­
dates were talking but voters 
weren’t getting the message.
An error interrupted Uve radio 
and television transmission of 
Wednesday’s gubernatorial debate 
for about 10 minutes.
Ihe glitch was the result of a 
so-called ‘ double elimination,” in 
whkdi two signals mistakenly land 
on the same satellite channel, 
according to Olympic SateUite. the 
company whidi provided satellite 
assistance for the debate.
An NBC facility in New York 
that handles netw'ork satellite 
traffic inadvertently caused the 
problem. Olympic said Wednesday. 
'Ihe interruption was fixed as soon 
as the source of the interference 
was identified.
The midmoming debate was 
carried live on several radio sta­
tions and about a dozen television 
stations, although most of those 
were cable or closed circuit. Some 
channels planned to show it later.
Los Angeles PBS station KCETT 
planned to show it Wednesday 
night — complete with the 10- 
minute gap edited into place from 
rideotape. a spokeswoman said
The group wa.s composed of 
people from all areas of campus 
including evaluations, facilities 
planning, the library. Foundation, 
the College of Engineering and the 
English department, as well as a 
few students.
The walk began on Poly 
Can>-on’s well-marked road and 
people seemed happy to see no 
signs of rain in the sky.
Zingg led the way. taking his 
time to pick up trash along the 
way and talk with an>-one who 
approached him.
As the group reached the top of 
the Canyon’s first incline. Zingg 
stopped at the top to wait and gain 
a consensus of which direction the 
group wanted to go. After a bit of 
discussion. Zingg made the execu­
tive decision to head up the West 
Can>"on trail which leads up the 
back side of the “P.”
As the trial became more r.ar-
See W ALK poge 6
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John On’ji shored his perspectives on Nigerian culture for the Africa series
Nigerian native talks about his homeland
Professor's presentation 
part of Africa series
ly  Ktly YKtorio YeAcr
Doiy Staff Writer
About 10 students gathered in 
the Multicultural Center Tuesday 
evening to get a closer glimpse of 
Nigeria.
John Oriji. history professor 
and Nigeria native, spoke briefly 
about his home country as part of 
the Multicultural Center’s six- 
week series on Africa
“The image in the United 
States is that Africa is a village 
and the Africans are all hunter- 
gathers. but this it not true." Oriji 
said. “There are super-nch bil­
lionaires. a middle class and poor 
people. But the people o f Nigeria 
live largely in the modem world.” 
Oriji is from the eastern part
See NIGERIA poge 5
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I’olv students teach kids about wilderness
For tho third year in a hav. Cal Foly student« in an environmental edu­
cation class are troing to teach county elementary school childnm about the 
wilderness
The K-h Wilderness Fducation and 1-and F)thic Curriculum is designed 
to support wilderness manag<-ment and education
For the p;ist two years. Cal Poly students have intrrxluced more than 
l.iKXl San Luis Obispr» and Santa BaiTjara county elementaiy and middle 
school students to «'cohigical, social and cultural wilderness values and 
help<'d them develop w ilderness recreation skills t>n May 15. lesMjns will 
be taught to third grader- at Vineyard Elementary School in Templeton 
and on .May 22 to second and third graders at Bishop's Peak Elementary 
SchfXil
President s Awards for Communit) Service announced
President Baker presented the 13th annual President’» Awards for 
Community Service at a recent c-eremony.
BioUig>- s«*nior Jennifer Reed and ssicial sciences junior Stephen Bennet 
both won individual awards for long-term community volunteer involve­
ment.
Ret-d's involvement includes fund raising for several non-profit organiza­
tions. helping the elderly, w orking for envirrinmental causes and participat­
ing in P^ dy Pals.
Bennet is vice president of Student Community Services and is also a 
I’bly Pal He tutors in public schools among many other volunteer activities.
The Beyond Shelter group and the Tenaya Residence Hall both shared 
the award in the group category.
BiologV' senior Maureen Mangosong and electrical engineering sr^ pho- 
more Michael Nevarez both received the Emerging Service Leaders Award
Economics professor Daniel Villegas earned the Distinguished Faculty 
Service-l>eaming Award for prrimoting student interaction with service 
agencies to reinforce classroom knowledge with first-hand experience
Sign up for Rec Sports’ Sunset Run
Run into the sunset with other Cal Paly people! Or walk, if that's your 
bag The “Sunset Run" sponsored by Rec Sports happens today at 6 p.m 
There will be food and entertainment after the 5K run. Local band 
Shambala will play into the evening It costs S6 to enter, or $13 of you want 
a T-shirt, too Sign up today. Questions? Call 7.56-1366.
Get eco-friendly with summer permaculture class
Anyone interested in clean air and water, healthy food, and community 
vitality is invited to participate in a two-week, intensive training course at 
Cal Poly, beginning on the summer solstice. June 21. and ending July 5.
The workshop will teach “permaculture." a system of sustainable living 
practices that encompasses gardening, farming, architeciure and large-scale 
agricultural development. It focuses on balanced ecosystems and the use of 
local rather than imported resources
The L’niversity Permaculture Design Training Course is intended for 
anyone interested in the system, including land managers, farmers, garden­
ers. architects, plan. -rs. environmental educators, community service vol­
unteers and students
Session topics include cultivating fertility, water harvesting, solar tech­
nologies. patterns in nature, food forestry*, community collaborative design, 
and building w ith annual fiber crops
Participants who complete the course can receive professional certifica- 
tHjn and crjntinuing education units
Tuition for two weeks of instruction is $-565. An additional and optional 
$3-'lT> covers the cost of tent camping three catered meals a day. a pass to 
the university’s recreation facilities and parking For a registration packet, 
call 756-76iJij.
MRK€ A S UIHIL€ TH€
SUN SHINCS
DURING 
CRl POLV'S 
SUMMER 
QURRTER 1998
This summer is the perfect time to sign up for 
those hord-to-get dosses or finish the lost feuj 
aedits thot ujill leod vkxj into o bright future.
The beoeh ts  oT o  m ellotu summer qu arter iodude:
#  10%  more dosses than piorv^ed lost summer
#  Less-<rouxied dossroom s
#  Am ple porftirrg dose to  vKXjr dosses
#  No lines in The iW enue ond 6  Corroi
#  lo rtg  oftem oorts ond golden evenings o t 
neorbv beoches, lohes, ond golf courses for 
ofter-stud ies recreotion.
UJotch the for m ore inform otion on Summer QKxvter 
9 8  -  or>d ta lk  it over uuith \fOJ( folks G o in g  to  summer 
quarter m okes o  lo t o f sense.
Justice, states will sue Microsoft
J  *X A
/vj V'jf. '^ -ii liir*/*
ly  Ted Iridis 
AsMxioted Press
WASHINGTON — Culmin­
ating a high-Htakes inventigation 
into the world's most influential 
software maker, the Justice 
Department and at least 18 
states will file federal antitrust 
lawsuits Thursday against 
.Microsoft Corp., barring last- 
minute concessions from the 
comnany. sources familiar with 
the plans said Wednesday.
The states, at least, will ask a 
federal court in a 48-page com­
plaint to force Microsoft to relax 
many o f its agreements with 
computer makers, giving them 
more freedom to install competi­
tors’ products over Microsoft’s 
and to customize the versions of 
Windows they sell, the sources 
.said.
If .Microsoft doesn’t agree, the 
states may ask the court 
Thursday to block the latest 
upgrade to the company's widely 
used operating system, Windows 
98, which is expected to be 
shipped to computer makers 
Friday.
One source, a person familiar 
with the states’ case, said the 
lawsuit was a certainty "unless 
(Microsoft Chairman! Bill Gates 
makes an ofTer." The antitrust 
case will not seek monetary dam­
ages. at least initially, and will 
not ask Microsoft to re-engineer 
its software, that source said.
"We can’t speculate about 
what the states may or may not 
do." Microsoft spokesman Mark 
Murray said. "We’ve been work­
ing closely with the states. ... We
think a lawsuit w’ould he damag­
ing to consumers and to future 
innovation in the high-tech 
industry."
The Justice Department and 
the states contend that 
.Microsoft, which makes the 
Windows software used on virtu­
ally all home computers, has 
wielded its monopoly status to 
illegally crimp competition, espe­
cially in the market for Internet 
browsers, the software that pei>- 
ple use to view information on 
the World Wide Web.
.Microsoft has included its 
browser free in the latest ver­
sions o f Windows.
Its decision to bundle the 
browser devastated the market 
for its biggest competitor, 
.Netscape Communications 
Corp., which saw its own share of 
the world’s browser use fall from 
90 percent to 60 percent — to 
about 68 million copies — in just 
a few years.
Microsoft earned some con­
gressional support Wednesday, 
when House Majority Leader 
Dick Armey, R-Texas, said an 
antitrust case "could send shock 
waves throughout the economy, 
as the unprecedented nature of 
the government’s intervention 
weighs on the mind of every new 
investor."
'The states that have agreed 
to sue Microsoft were identified 
as: California. Connecticut,
Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas. 
Kentucky. Louisiana. Maryland, 
Massachusetts, Michigan, 
Minnesota, New Mexico, New 
York. South Carolina, Utah, West
Virginia and Wisconsin, plus the 
District o f Columbia. Other 
states could join.
One source said the Justice 
Department “made it clear they 
intend to file a parallel action," 
filing a separate lawsuit simulta­
neously with the states in U.S. 
District Court in Washington.
It was unclear how much the 
complaint by Justice will overlap 
with the states’ complaint. A 
Justice spokesman declined com­
ment W<*dnesday.
The states will pursue 
•Microsoft on at least these 
fronts, those familiar with the 
case said:
• K<>quiring the company to 
relax restrictions that force com­
puter makers to install 
.Microsoft’s Internet browser 
with Windows. Microsoft con­
tends the browser is tightly inte­
grated with the latest versions of 
its software and can’t be com­
pletely separated without wreck­
ing W'indowg.
“Microsoft has never, in any 
way, prevented computer makers 
from shipping Netscape 
Navigator or any other competi­
tor browser," .Murray said.
• Forcing Microsoft to relax 
limits on how computer makers 
can modify the opening Windows 
screen, which is a potentially 
valuable billboard for companies. 
Microsoft’s Murray said some 
computer makers who designed 
customized "shells" that work 
alongside Windows "were actual­
ly breaking the Windows product 
and eliminating some of the fea-
See SUE poge 6
Start 3/our first job out of oott^  in a management poi^tm
As ar officer in the Navy. yotT dUloraticaRy 
son in 8 managemeri poslion — a stat js  
you'd have to wait years to reach in another 
job YouH be put in charge cl h i ^  sKiled 
professicinah arw sopNsbeatod eq ipm eri 
And your teadershio wri earn youtheres- 
oect of your fetow cfScers This job w l lest 
you honor, courage and commlmert and 
Mrl cnalenge you to «^ each for new heights
Wïh the Navy's supemr training,
Olice^ have started sucoessfii ca w s  as
• Riots and Naval Olioers
• Nuclei uigneers
• Gonputer Spectaises
• Physaam and Dentists
• 0 ^  Engneers
• Meteorocgsls and much more
You also rece^ encephona OeneMs such as 30 days of 
varjakon «rth pay earned each year. Fee healn ca^ e 
courage, and the opportioty tor woddw^ travel
The * jiure 6 vfral you mat« 1 Cal today
Vwt our txxMh ai 9*e
C A L PO LY C A R E E R  FA IR
Chum ash Auditorium
Tuesday. M ay 19th
Op«n Fofum 9»r*-1p«T> 
tnttfvmn 1 0^p«T^ - $ 30pm
Or contact u$ tt (800| 252-OS59 
htlpy/bome MftrWnk oei-nrd002
NAVY
LET TNCIOUimEY B a u t
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FORUM from page 1
nerve you the pant 2'L yi-ar« a« 
chief of Ktaii to a governor, Htate 
aKKemhIyperson, staU- coritrolU'r, 
lieuUrnant governor and iM'fore 
that a captain in the U.S. Army in 
V'letnam. I have sfS'nt my life in 
public serx'ice and. fx'lieve me, I 
have not gotten wealthy doing it.
But I do have a wealth of'exjte- 
rience, a wealth of ideas and hap­
pily a wealth of trust from tfie 
go<xJ people of this state. .VIore 
than anything else I stand ready 
to meet the challengers ahead and 
provide real se>lutions to the prob­
lems we face. As governor, I will 
raise' standards and take a high 
expectation approach Ui learning. 
1 will do my best Uj ker^ 'p all 
Californians safe from crime' and I 
will bring this state teegeither by 
highlighting the state’s diversity 
and the limitless pejtential of our 
pc'ople.
Again Al. 1 ask you tr> accept 
my call for a pe>sitive‘ campaign 1 
sincerely hope? we can finish this 
campaign on a high nejte and 1 
want to thank every Californian 
for the privilege fif serving you as 
lieutenant geivemor. 1 ask for your 
vote on June 2 and I'd Is? gre-atly 
honore?d to have your supfsirt. 
Thank you and fkid bless you.
J a n k  H a k .m a .\
Well. I've enjen-ed this debate. 
It's had some high peiints. I'm sad 
to warn you all that temight on the 
tube you are going to st*e Al 
attacking Cray and Cray attack­
ing Al. But you will aisfi see Jane 
Harman talking about HMtJ 
reform.
We have ver>' different candi­
dates here. In Dan Lungren, 
there’s a very decent man with
strong convictions. But I would 
say to you that somt'<jne who is 
anti-choice, pro-gun and pro- 
tohacco is out of California’s main­
stream and will b«? another divi­
sive governor.
In (iray Davis, we have for me 
an old friend, a thoroughly decent 
man. But as he said, he sfM?nt 2'i 
years trying to walk 15 feet to the 
governor’s office and 1 think we 
nei*d fxilder leadership.
In Al (,'hc'cchi, we have a finan­
cial wheeler-dealer who is 
attempting a corporate taki?<n'er 
of f'alifornia and I say our state is 
not for sale.
The fundamental difference 
iM'tween me and the other candi­
dates is the difference between 
the macho approach and the way 
a skilled, experienced woman 
thinks aixiut choice, crime, educa­
tion, health, guns and immigra­
tion. 1 ask for your vote, not 
l>ecause I'm a woman, but because 
as a talented, experiencc'd leader,
I will bring back sensible, prag­
matic and honorable leadership to 
all Californians. Thank you.
D a .N LL 'N t;K K .N
Jane, thank you for that posi­
tive roundup on the rest of us.
Maybe I'm the one who should 
lx? most relaxed up here becaus«? 
on June 3, I'm going to be able to 
congratulate one of the other 
three here as being the 
Di-nvjcratic nominee. 1 hope they 
will join me in doing this same 
sort thing again and again and 
again, from one end of the state to 
the other.
Ix't’s let the people hear what' 
we have Ut .say. Ix't’s lisU'n to the 
people. Ix't’s have an old fash­
ioned Lincoln-Douglas style 
debates. With all due n?«pect to
the questioners here, why can’t 
we stand up here without ques­
tioners and question one another? 
Why can’t we lx- without han­
dlers? Why can’t we just say who 
we are, what we are, what we 
stand for?
I’m running for this office 
because I truly believe in 
California. I mean I lx?lieve in it. 
It may lx? corny, I may be old-fash­
ioned. hut when Ronald Ki?agan 
used to talk alxiut America being 
that shining city on the hill, I 
lx?Iieved him. In my mind’s eye I
•
always saw this golden dome in 
the midst of all that and I always 
said that's my California.
That’s where I’m from, that’s 
where my kids were born, that’s 
where I was marrit'd. that’s where 
my parents live. I want that to be 
the best place in the country. 
We’re driving crime down.
We’ve done a lot but we can do 
a lot more. We’ve fallen off in the 
area of education, but we've got 
some great teachers, great princi­
ples, great administrators. We’ve 
got to bring them Uigether. We 
don’t need to be the high tax state. 
We can be a reasonable tax state, 
a limited government state that 
expWxles the creativity of the pei>- 
ple in California, That’s what I 
want to do.
So let’s agre<? that on June 3 
we w'ill say we will march U>geth- 
er to be able to show the people of 
f.'alifomia what we believe in no 
we W'ill have a pxisitive race. So 
the people will understand we are 
marching to the future. We’re not 
afraid o f the future. We are going 
to embrace the future because 
that’s what C'alifomia is all afxiut.
LESSER from page 1
Republican Dan Lungren was 
sponsored by the Lmjh Angeles 
Times, which put a link on its Web 
page to the IX'mixrracy Network.
“The way it works, we aren’t 
the front-runners, sii we shouldn’t 
be at the debate anyway," said 
Republican candidate Eduardo 
Rivera, an attorney from Pico 
Rivf?ra. “But petjple have to under­
stand that there are other candi­
dates out there, and this is a good 
way to do it."
The Web site was created by 
the Center for Governmental 
.Studies, an independent public 
policy research group in .Santa 
Monica that aims to use technolo­
gy to create “fairer and freer elec­
tions."
When the debate started, the 
Times said all 17 candidates 
would be listed in Thursday’s 
paper A spokesman for the paper 
said time constraints required 
them to limit participants and the 
number was based on polls.
Libertarian candidate Steve 
Kubby of Olympic Valley was 
another of those left out When 
asked how he would spend the $4 
billion state budget surplus, he 
said he would give taxpayers a 
refund.
“If the power were mine. I’d 
direct the Department of Revenue 
to send checks back to the people 
of California in direct proportion 
to what thc>y paid." Kubby wrtite. 
“Taxes have grown too high."
On the issue of gun contrrj. 
the candidates were split on 
whether it is an effective crime 
deterrent.
“fine does not attack the car 
when a drunk driver kills an inno­
cent victim." Kubby responded.
“ It’s the indiviuual who drx?s 
s^imething wrong who should face 
the wrath of society. ... Gun con­
trol is just a shallow, quick fix 
invented by political hacks."
On the question of prison 
.spending. Di*l Mar author Harold 
Blixjmfield, a candidate for the 
Natural Law Party, said he would 
intnxluce transcendental medita­
tion to prisijners as a moneysav­
ing measure.
He said a 1993 study showed 
the state could save $55 million 
over five years if l,fXKJ inmat€?s 
were instructed in the form of 
meditation.
“If this propfisal had been 
implemented then, we would 
already be enjoying that savings 
today," Blorjmfield said in his 
online response. “If the program 
had been offered not to 1,000 
inmates, but to all inmates, the 
savings would be in the billions of 
dollars."
Like all the candidates, 
Marsha Feinland, a Berkeley 
teacher representing the Peace & 
Freedom Party, said diversity is 
important.
“We need class-based pro­
grams to end poverty, rebuild our 
cities, provide health care, educa­
tion and housing for all," she 
answered. “Just picking a few 
individuals for promotion into the 
limited ranks of the affluent can­
not deal with the problems of the 
mass of ordinary people.”
When ask(?d if he would serve 
a full term and promise not to be 
lured by higher office, medical 
marijuana activist Dennis Perón, 
a Republican from San Francisco, 
respr^ndí-d,' “No, if elected, I would 
attempt Ut spread my message 
throughout America."
Gear up for the future!
Ihesday, May 19, 1998 Chumash Auditorium 
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo
9am to 1 pm Open Forum 
Raffle prizes!
Groduating Stwdants:
Thar« ora hundreds of jobs on 
tko Tolophono Job Lino! Pick 
up on instruction cord ot 
Coroor Sorvicos
Over 100 employers with career, seasonal, or co-op  job opportunities
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Brent
MarcusColumn
Small write-offs
If youVf* amlhinji like me, in eU-mi-ntary 
school you sat next to a kid who ate crayons, 
paste and rocks. As a result of the incredible 
wlihle escapades occurrin j^ in the adjacent 
s«>at. you missi'il eveiylhing the teacher said 
aUiut long division. phoUwvnthesis and sen- 
tenc’e structure
From what I havi* fx-en 
M \  able to gather, the parts of the
_  gi^P s<*ntence are the adverb, prrs 
^  A noun, obscene gerund, con-
W  junctive excretion and oscil-
 ^ lating fornicator Sentences 
lead to paragraphs, which 
lead to newspap<*rs. which 
lead to ink all wer your 
hands.
Unfortunately, for many 
college students, the inability 
to write well is a continuing 
struggle. There i.s an apathy 
fueleiJ by the belief that writing is an unnec- 
<*ssar>' skill outside the hall.s of academia: 
students believe that graduation means 
ne\er having to deal with the embarra.ss- 
ment of a dangling partiaple. I^ azy profes­
sors and lax university writing rer^uirements 
only pi-ryx-tuate the problem.
Kven if you go inUi a profession that 
never refjuiri*s you to create a single sen- 
U'nce. you will have to know hiw to write in 
e\*eryday life Here are some gfxxJ examples 
of times at which bad writing would lx? seri­
ously inappropriate;
Ixive l€*tterx
Sally, you have a nice butt. 1 am homy. I 
heard that you have sex with eveiylxxly. .so 
you and rm? should do the nasty
Bank loans
Mr Banker. I had si»me money but kwt it 
went and I want more mom?y (iive me 
money I want Ui buy heroin and guns and 
heroin and fx>mf»graphy. And heroin.
F'uneral announcements
i ’ lyd»' ain't movixl for a while so we pret­
ty much figure that hi-’s dead, on account of 
the fact that he ain't bn*athing or nothing. 
We're gonna Uiss th<‘ sucker in a hole on 
Saturrlay cau.s«* he smells funny and scares 
the cat
I>eath threatx
1 don't like you You hurt my feelings. I 
am mad pi-nxin so give me $73.67 or I will 
put a balm in your car.
Nrithing mak€*s a nationally syndicated 
columnist happier than printing out that Cal 
State sturlents are dumb. WTien they want to 
pnive that aillege students aren’t as smart 
as th<*v us«-d to lx*. th«*s«' ailumnists use sta­
tistics such as. “75 p**ixent of freshmen enter 
mg thi* i ’al State sy.stem an* illiterate. 19 
jx*n-ent sm«*ll like an old sixrk and the 
remaining 6 jx-romt still wet the Ix-d. In a 
national ranking of wnting profiaency. these 
.students fell lx*tw»x*n retardi-d (iuatemalan 
tnx> sloths and moist dirt "
It IS im|x*rative that the university 
nx^uire more wnting from the students. 
IVofi'swirs mu.st lx- willing to aintribute 
more time Ui reading and critiquing student 
wnting.
This ailumn .should be an indication of 
the pmblems w'ith this university It rambles 
incr>hen*ntly, ermtains numenms emirs and 
was still published in the schfxil’s newspaper. 
I b»‘ the more grxxfi*st wntey perwm this 
pafx-r’s staff aiuld find.
Brent Marvun in a nocial ncience
Pot smokers are people too, happy people
I
Editor^
In ri-sixinsi* to Brian (,’oxey's letter 
yesterday. I mu.st defend Trent Naha.«’ 
opinions alxiut pot I think Mr. ( ’oxey will 
Uxi when he reads the .Mr.Naha.«' letter a 
little mon- closely. Trent .Naha.«' whole let­
ter was a very sarcastic and exaggerati*d 
view on the smoking of marijuana.
•Ju.st Ifxik at the bottom of his letter, it 
n-ads: "Trent Nahas is an extremely sjir- 
castic art and design ftrshman."
I believe Trent Nahas’ letter con­
tain«! .siime very gfxxl points. He shows 
how smoking marijuana is not as bad as 
drinking alcohol and he mentions the 
possible benefits to certain industries in 
the United States. He tells abfiut his 
friends who do homework rather than 
party. 1 do not .see any harmful effects 
smoking marijuana has on .srxnety. Is smoking 
marijuana really bad?
If you ask our gfA’emment they will proba­
bly tell you “yes.” But 1 believe in Ixith previ­
ous articles regarding smoking marijuana. We 
have established that our gwemment has 
taken bribes fnim big name companies in var­
ious industries tn keep marijuana ill(?gal. Are 
they doing this to pnitect the American citi- 
wns or ar»* they doing this to protect them- 
.selves fmm a huge kxes in profit? I think the 
an.swer s«?ems clear.
nx NVT/S^ A
HIWNten
I.s smoking marijuana worse than drink­
ing? I have never heard of .si)m«ine dying 
frr»m smoking marijuana, while I hear of 
drunk driving accidents fxrcurring multiple 
times a day. I have never seen an individual 
high on marijuana bt'cr>me easily angered or 
violent in any way, while fights lx?tween 
drunks occur at mewt parties. When I see an 
individual high they .seem relaxed and happy. 
When I .see ptxjplc* drunk I .see p«jple make 
as.s*^  out of them.sidves and sijme (not all I 
kxik for a physical confrontation. I ask you
Save the world from school
Editor,
This is in respon.se to Trent Nahas’ “Save 
the world fmm marijuana.”
I am worried about the future of our gener­
ation. I am more specifically worrif.xl about the 
nsing u.se of the drug, college. .Many of my 
fri(*nds now go to college ix'gularly. and I can 
s«* changes in their attitude and behavior. 
They tell nn* that it is safe and that it is worth 
trying, but I’m trying not to give in. I won’t let 
schixil ruin my life.
I have noticed big ch.anges in my friends 
now that th<*y go to colk'ge. Thry don’t seem to 
can* about learning anything, or have the 
d<*sirv to explon* On the weekends they clwxrse 
to study in res«*rve nx>m.s and libraries and 
lx*corm- condition«! to doing what they're told 
rather than s«fing the world F'veryday they 
s«*m mor»‘ and riKin* like vuppies. They talk 
about impossible things like analytical g«im<'- 
try and methcxls of pnxjfs and th«x»ri»*s of 
forms. They talk about getting jobs and having 
careers and working 9-5 till they are 65 and 
hoping Srxrial Security is .still amuiKl sirne 
they wouldn’t have been able so save ernnigh 
of a retirement pension becau.si* of inflation 
and tin* rkvaluation of the Bwx>. Their physical 
imagf?s rm*an little to them rxiw. .Some brush 
their hair and take showers everyday just like 
iveiybrxiy else. They skep m th»*ir cars and 
take showers at the Ri*c f ’enter so they won’t 
miss a minute of being off th«* schrx»l campus 
Th«* riKwt ndiculous thing is that they all buy 
thi-ir household rnx-ds fmm Frxx!-4-I>i*ss or 
iUmicfi If they were truly worried alxiut th<*ir 
finances the>- wouldn’t igrKire all th«- small 
incn*rrM*ntal increases in thr-ir tuition rm-r the 
|pst few quarU'rs
Yuppif>s are always ranting and raving 
that schfxil fcoIli*gel is the way to go. Th«*y 
think everybfxly grating a degnx* will solve the 
world’s ecorwimic prriblems. If .sonwxjn»* was to 
CTinvirw» m<? that one CTillegr? graduate (fmm 
Fhlyl can have a standard of living about 4.1 
times higher than the average high school 
dmp out. that they live 15 years longer than 
the average Jix* and that a college degnx* can 
be used as something to “fall back on” even 
though you may not want to pursue that field
of study. How could I actually beliwe this 
crap? Is it the mixlia that makes them so delu­
sional? I tell them that if mllege is the way to 
make it why are so many graduates joblf?ss 
after they get their diploma? Why is it that 90 
percent of the rich and successful p«»ple on 
this planet didn’t even go to college, but decid­
ed to do something different? They say that 
thfx«e pixiple are exci'ptions to the rule and 
that ni never fall into that “exception" cati*go- 
ry. They say that it was lack of motivation 
fmm the individual that made them turn out 
that way, and that they pmbably didn’t lisU-n 
to the faculty who told them what to do to get 
a “gfxxl job.” I tell them that we have the bi*st 
form of motivation in th<* world and that 
lYvsident Baker, ASI Ex«*cutive (.’ommitt«* 
and Foundation deserve more credit than that 
'TIh* faculty and staff haven’t lied Ui us b»*fore, 
why would they start now?
And so what if your standard of living will 
bi* 4.1 times better or youll live 15 years 
longer. That doesn’t give them the right to 
force me to go to class. Schixil is some siirt of 
ermditioning thing and unfortunately will stay 
a amditioning thing if we want to presiTve 
some sort of “Brave New World" society. Oiing 
to .«chixil would hurt many well respected 
industries like McDonalds. Burger King. 
.Micnxwift. ('hrysler and others. Is it really 
worth going to school if we’re going to end up 
working 70 hmirs a week, making 70.000 a 
year while it axrts 65,0tK) a year to live in that 
ama’’
I’ve h»x*n told schixil has never killix! any­
one. .My pamnts ask m<* if I’ve w r  h«*ard 
about a dc*ath, an accident or an act of vwlena* 
caused by schixil. How would I know? I don’t 
watch th<* news all day long, and I don’t need 
to watch TV to s«* that scIkxiI is infecting the 
gfxx! pixiple around rm* and rmxit eastern coun­
tries! Why can’t they just go back to lx*ing 
researchers and learners instead of these “stu­
dent cows” following the herd Reading a bfxik 
for the sake of learning is a lot more reward­
ing and less stressful.
Miguel Valenzuela in an cig engi­
neering Junior.
again, is drinking wors<* than smoking 
marijuana?
F«)ple view smoking marijuana as bad 
becau.«e they are uneducaU*d on the possi­
ble benefits of its u.«e in the wfxxl. pafx*r, 
paint, and fabric industries. In addition to 
the uneducat«! Amencan public, marijua­
na is ilk'gal, .sii it mu.st lx* liad. right‘d 
Wmng again. Alcohol u.sed to ht* illegal ton. 
But there an* plenty of p<*ople who drink 
on the weekends at this .schixil And in my 
eyes drinking is worse than smoking mari­
juana.
I r«t>gnize that not all pf*ople drink 
because it is their own choice. Smoking 
marijuana should also lx* a person’s choice.
I persiinally chixise not to. However, do I 
Ifxik down ufxin pixiple who do? No. I 
respect people’s decisions and views on that
subject and many others.
IfTrent Naha« and his friends stay home 
on the weekends and smoke pot and do home­
work. they are doing a lot lc*ss harm than the 
pt*ople who consume alcohol in this tewn. We 
.should not look down upon any person who 
chfxxies to smoke marijuana. They are not 
harming anybfxiy. We should have an open 
mind and respc*tt a persxm’s right to choose.
•Janon Polletta in an animal nci- 
ence frenhmun.
Confusing leaves
Editor,
What the hell is up with these pot leaf 
graphics? Yesterday’s looked like a mis­
shapen oak leaf.
Now, generally I am not one to be nit- 
picky, but this flagrant misrepresentation of 
a pot leaf is apt to bring about some confu­
sion. You see, as an avid acorn smoker I 
would hate to have my friends, professors 
and future employers see what I smoke (the 
legal oak seed( and think I am smoking 
ganja (the illegal hemp bud.)
Nate Ij o u x  in the prenident o f  the 
San Lain Ohinpo Acorn Smoker 
Society and a computer ncience 
nenior.
Letter P olicy
Mustang Daily welcomes 
and encourages contribu­
tions from readers. Letters 
should be submitted com­
plete with name, mi^or or 
department, class standing 
and telephone number. We 
reserve the right to edit 
grammar, spelling errors 
and length without chang­
ing the meaning of what is 
written. Letters sent via e- 
mail 'Will be given prefer­
ence and can be sent to: 
Jborasi@polymail.calpoly.ed 
u. Fax your contribution to 
786-6784 or drop letters by 
Building 86, Suite 
886.
Flesse limit 
letters to 600  
words. Thsnks.
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MUSTANG DAILY THURSDAY, AAAY 14, 1998 5Tribes ask magistrate to protect slots TRAFFIC SCHOOLs Comody Style Claeees Tatai^t by Cal Poly Studenti
ly  M  Egeio
As«Knto(] Press
SAN FRANC’ISiO — With 
eral authorities poised to act 
against electninic slot machines on 
Indian reservations in California, 
lawyers for 16 tribes aske<l a fwler- 
al magistrate to intervene 
Wednesday, saying even the filing of 
giA'emment lawsuits would Ik* dev­
astating
Once federal pniseciitors serve 
notice of civil suits to seize or shut 
down the disputed machines, the 
public will shun tribal casinos, 
employees will quit, and the tribes 
will fear criminal prosecutions for 
money-laundering if they sp<_*nd 
casino profits, said I e^ster »Marston, 
a lawyer for the i ’hemehuevi Indian 
Tribe and six other Northern 
California tribes.
At “the mere threat of enforce­
ment action by the United States ... 
a number of casinos will shut 
down.” Marston told U.S. 
Magi.strate Bernard Zimmerman.
Zimmerman promi.sed a quick 
ruling, by mid-Thursday at the lat­
est, on the tribes’ request for a tem- 
piirary restraining order that would 
block federal action agaimst the slot 
machines.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Charlies 
O'Connor said the government was­
n’t trying to confiscate gambling 
revenue, at least for now, and would 
not be able to shut down any 
machines until at least 35 days 
after suing, folkm'ing a full hearing. 
He also argued that federal courts 
have no authority to forbid govern­
ment lawsuits.
NIGERIA from page 1
of Nigeria, a tropical area. Before 
coming to California in 1987, he 
lived in the town of Aba. His vil­
lage is called Eziania, which 
means “good village.”
During his talk, Oriji shared 
information about Nigerian cul­
tural practices and other facts.
He told the audience that giv­
ing guests kolanuts are a sign of 
hospitality in Nigerian homes. If 
kolanuts are not given, it indi­
cates that the guest should hurry 
up and leave.
Oriji mentioned that while 
many people think Americans 
introduced metal to Africa, in 
reality Nigeria produced iron and 
metal, and had many agricultural 
advances, between 500 B.C. and 
200 A D.
Oriji also talked about the 
diversity in Nigeria.
“Nigeria is a multi-ethnic 
nation with 250 different ethnic 
groups." i)riji said. “Any linguist 
would tell you that there are only 
five language families.
“Nigeria is one of the largest 
and most populous countries in 
Africa." he said. “There are 100 
million people living there today.”
However, Oriji said he will 
stay in the United States because 
he was in Nigeria during its civil 
war and doesn’t want to witness 
such a thing happening again.
John Mhugua said he attend-
In light of O’Connor’s timetable, 
Zimmerman asked why the govern­
ment couldn’t hold off on any 
enforcement action for another 
month or two, making the tribes' 
restraining order unnece.ssary.
“We’ve píístpímed this for years," 
O’Connor replied. “Tliese operations 
are illegal.” He also said postpone­
ment would be unfair to the Pala 
Band of Mission Indians in San 
Diego County and any other tribes 
endorsing thti Palas’ agreement 
with f lov. Pete Wilson on vidcio gam­
bling.
The agreement authorizes a 
new type of machine, not yet in u.se, 
that would allow players to compete 
with one another rather than 
against the hou.se.
Wilson, who claims authority 
under state and federal law to nego­
tiate the scope of Indian gambling 
with tribes in the state, gave tribes 
60 days after his March 6 agree­
ment to join it, make a deal of their 
fiwn or face a shutdown of illegal 
slot machines.
The deadline expired 
Wednesday. On Thursday, all four 
US. attorneys in California plan to 
file civil forfeiture suits to seize or 
shut down slot machines operated 
by tribes in their districts.
In San Diego. U.S. Attorney Alan 
Bersin said there would be no 
immediate action to seize casino 
machines after his lawsuit. He also 
said he intended no “violent con­
frontation’  that would be inconsis­
tent with “the relationship, trust 
and confidence that we've estab­
lished’  with the tribes.
The Pala agreement has been
ed the di.scussion because he had 
taken History 315 with Oriji and 
liked the way he had presented 
the class.
“ I . came to learn," said 
Mhugua, an animal sripnce 
exchange student from Kenya. 
“Learning is part of my life, espe­
cially since I am away from my 
wife and two sons in Kenya. I am 
also interested in the possibilities 
of greener pastures in Nigeria."
Mbugua spoke of his Kenya 
home in a previous Africa series 
presentation.
Henry Trotter, the first speak­
er in the series, was also present 
on Tuesday. Trotter spoke of his 
four years of travel and study of 
African literature and history.
“This series is cool because we 
can just rap. It is less formal than 
Vafambi (another of the center's 
discussion groups»,"Trotter said.
“The Africa series was an idea 
that I had earlier this year," said 
Elizabeth Ahten-Anderson. assis­
tant director of the Multicultural 
( ’enter. “There is not enough 
information about Africa in the 
United States. I wanted to let 
people learn about Africa first 
hand, by having people talk about 
their own countries. We plan to 
expand this series next year."
Next week several students 
from Ethiopia will speak, and the 
following Tuesday discussion will 
focus on the Caribbean.
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condemned by most of the 30-plus 
tribes that operate 12,iKKJ videfj 
slots, operations that have become 
crucial U) tribal economies, lour 
tribal leaders gathered Wednesday 
at the Morongo Indian Reservation 
in Southern California to denounce 
the compact.
“This is not an issue of gaming, 
but of tribal sovereignty and fair­
ness." said Lynn Nay I^ e Roy, chair 
of the Tribal Alliance of Scwereign 
Indian Nations.
While collecting signatures for a 
November ballot initiative that 
would legalize the machines, many 
of the tribes joined suits to keep 
Wilson’s plans from being enforced 
by federal prosecutors, who have 
the .sole legal authority to act 
against illegal gambling on reserva­
tions. CJeorge Forman, a lawyer 
for eight Southern California tribes 
in the case before Zimmerman, 
argued that the federal law allow­
ing a state to negotiate the scope of 
tribal gambling did not apply to the 
slot machines because Wilson has 
made it impossible for the tribes to 
reach an accord with the state.
Forman said Wilson has no 
power under California law to bind 
the state to an accord — an asser­
tion the governor disputes — and 
has vetoed three bills that would 
have given him such power. Forman 
also said Wilson has refused to 
negotiate on any gambling 
machines he considers illegal.
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—looking to get your— 
foot in the door?
Come Blend 
With Us!
• Í
And, put your college degree to work at an exciting and 
fast growing new company. If the typical corporate 
^ 1 1  environment isn’t what you’re looking for, come 
f y )  talk to us about the explosive management 
opportunities at jam ba luice!
Our Managers Enjoy:
•Phenomenal management training program 
•High growth opportunity with one of the 
natiorrs “Hottest Restaurant Concepts" as rated 
by Nation’s Restaurant News 
•Advancement opportunity galore! More than 
2 5 %  of current store managers were promoted 
internally this year 
•Stock options and paid bonus 
•Domestic partner benefits 
•Paid time off for community service
Jom hxL .
lAIMBA iUKX, HR Dept., Att; G.H.,
1700 17th Street San Francisco. CA 94103 
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We celebrate and value the contributions of our diverse workforce. 
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Join the 1999 Mustang Daily
If you are a talented and enthusiastic writer, 
editor, illustrator, photographer or graphic 
designer, we want to hear from you.
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
• News Editor
• Sports Editor
• Opinion Editor
• Arts Editor
• Feature Editor
• Copy Editors
• Art Director
• Photographers
• Illustrators
APPLICATION PROCEDURE
Please send a cover letter, resume, samples of your 
work and a brief proposal for the position to:
Ryan Becker
Graphic Arts Building, Room 226 
Deadline: Friday, May 15, 1998
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WALK from page J
row and steep, group memt)ers 
spread out and took the climb at 
their own pace. The trial zig­
zagged hack and forth across the 
green, open meadow full of wild- 
flowers. getting gradually steeper 
with each turn. As men and 
women in their nice slacks and 
pi'nny loafers broke a sweat. Zingg 
encouraged the group.
“Hey we’re almost there,” Zingg 
said. “iley. aren't we almost to the 
sun.'AlK)ut midway to the top, the group stopped to enjoy the view and get to know — —one another.  ^  ^
Knglish pro­
fessor Steve This w alk  has basically no 
Marx gave the 
group a little 
background on 
Poly Canyon 
and its bt^ auty. 
p] V e r y o n e 
.seemed to be 
impressed with 
the ground they 
had covered
and their sur­
roundings.
As most of 
the group 
decided it was
time to return to the grind and 
descended hack down the way they 
came, Zingg had an idea of his 
own. He and four others decided to 
press on.
After another 10 minutes of 
steady upward climb and a lot of 
casual conversation, the group — 
with Zingg as the trial blazer — 
finally made it. The view from the 
top was incredible. The entire city 
of San Luis Obispo was in view 
and the only words from Zingg’s
agenda. It is an opportu­
nity to w alk  together and  
talk about w hatever is on 
your mind, but also to 
appreciate the beauty o f
our campus.
—P aul Z in g g  
Provost
---------------------------------------------------
mouth were: “This is fantastic, ju.st 
fascinating!”
After a moment for the hikers 
to catch their breathes and gaze at 
the busy city below, the group 
decided to make the long haul 
hack to campus.
"Wasn’t that great.” Zingg pro­
claimed, upon reaching the bot­
tom. “There went my one o’clock 
appointment, hut it was worth it. 
That was quite a challenge. Where 
are we headed next quarter? 
Mount Shasta?”
Zingg said the Town Hall 
Committee — which brought peo­
ple from all ends of campus togeth­
er to share a bite to eat and .some 
— — —  conversation — was 
formed to keep up 
campus community 
relations.
“We though it 
would be a good idea 
to create occasions 
when members of 
the University com­
munity could come 
together and talk 
about issues of 
mutual concern,” 
Zingg said. “I want­
ed to create opportu­
nities for people 
from across the uni­
versity to discuss 
issues, identify com­
mon ground, look for solutions to 
common problems that we face as 
an academic community."
The committee holds an open 
forum once a quarter to discuss 
campus-related issues and hosts 
the annual wilderness walk, both 
of which are open to all.
“This walk has basically no 
agenda." Zingg said. “ It is an 
opportunity to walk together and 
talk about whatever is on your 
mind, but also to appreciate the
SUE
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Provost Paul 
Zingg leads an 
afternoon hike 
to the The 
hike was spon­
sored by the 
Town Hall 
Committee, 
which Zingg 
created./ Daily 
photo by Matt 
Warren
beauty of our campus.”
Zingg sent out a campus wide 
e-mail to find people interested in 
helping to form the committee and 
getting it started.
Leslie McKinely, committee 
member and administrative office 
analyst for the engineering 
department, said she received 
Zingg’s e-mail and thought it 
would be a great committee to join.
“I responded to Dr. Zingg’s 
request because I thought it would 
be a good idea.” McKinley said. 
“People can come together and get 
know the administration and each
other.”
McKinley finds this committee 
a good one for confidentiality.
“The committee was formed to 
provide a forum where staff could 
have a safe environment to talk to 
Administration about issues con­
cerning Cal Poly and them.selves,” 
McKinley said. “Anyone can come 
in full confidence to a group of us 
to get the answers they need.”
Jean DeCosta, coordinator of 
health and psychological services, 
has been with the committee from 
the start and said she thinks the 
walks are a good idea.
tures.”
Some of Microsoft’s biggest 
critics also complain about the 
“channel bar,” a list of about a 
dozen Internet sites placed con­
spicuously when the latest ver­
sions of Windows first begin run­
ning. Microsoft allows computer 
makers to reserve only one of 
those “channels” for themselves; 
others are tuned by default to 
companies that have contracts 
with Microsoft, such as Disney 
and MSNBC.
• Making Microsoft end 
allegedly restrictive contracts 
with Internet companies that 
until recently weren’t allowed to 
prominently promote rival 
Netscape’s Navigator. Microsoft 
has described the contracts as 
legal cross-marketing agree­
ments but voluntarily relaxed 
many of the restrictions last 
month. Under those revised 
agreements, the companies can 
promote Netscape but no more 
prominently than they promote 
Microsoft’s browser.
“(The walk) builds a better 
.sense of community having people 
come on these walks,” DeCosta 
said. “We get a chance to meet peo­
ple from different parts of the uni­
versity and share what we think is 
needed to enhance the campus 
community.”
Zingg hopes the walk will be an 
annual event in the future.
“People enjoy the exercise, the 
company, and the reason for the 
walks is basically to talk, very 
informally, about issues of mutual 
concern for people who work at Cal 
Poly,” he said.
ake the first step on an 
incredible career journey,
Aerotek, a nationally recognized leader in the contract services industry, is actively recruiting a diverse 
community of college graduates. Contract services is a thriving industry that has been spurred by global 
competition and rapid technological change. It's no wonder contract services has grown to a $100*billion- 
a-year industry! And Aerotek is leading the way— since 1983, we've been the fastest-growing contract 
services firm in the U.S.
Hundreds of graduates have launched their careers as sales recruiters, "selling" the market's top 
professionals on working for Aerotek...then selling them on providing their services to our Fortune 500 
clients such as Motorola, IBM, AT&T, Lockheed Martin, and Sprint. Our sales recruiters interview, market 
and develop client relations. And Aerotek will make sure you have the tools you need to succeed.
Our Sales Recruiters enjoy:
»■  ■ • Ls "• A. V*.
• A great salary plus bonuses and comprehensive benefits
• Career planning to support advancement into sales and management
• Opportunities nationwide-130 branch offices across North America
We will be at the Springboard 
Job Fair on Tuesday, May 19th
TE K
Aerotek/HR 
7301 Parkway Dr.
Hanover, MD 21076 
1800-927-8090/fax 410-579-3005
E-mail: coucho@aerotek.com
tOt.M.ID/V
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MUS'I'ANC; DAILY'S GUIDE TO ENTERTAINMENT AND THE ARTS
JdMt ZvHoIttto 
Arts Weekly Writer
A sking Sandra Johnson which work is her favorite is like asking a mother which child is her favorite: she loves them all the same. 
“They all have a special meaning to me,” said 
Johnson, a Cal Poly alumnus. “It would be hard to 
choose just one favorite."
Her “babies" are now being displayed in “A Sense 
of Place.” showing in the University Union Galerie.
In the past. Johnson has entered student compe­
titions, and as a teacher, has also participated in the 
faculty competitions. But this one is different. This is 
the first time Johnson will have the showroom all to 
herself
“I kept in touch with Jeanne (LaBarbera. Galerie 
curator) while I attended grad school." said Johnson. 
“I would often talk to her about my progress, and we 
talked about putting a show together."
The show features pieces which create a feeling of 
peace and tranquillity. The art has the ability to let
the ^opwer get lost in its scenery. The bright colors 
and the abstract way in which Johnson created the 
works, allow the audience to use their imaginations.
Ecology and systematic biology .senior Anne 
Jarque has worked at the Galerie for quite a while.
“Most of the time people just come in and walk 
around.” Jarque said. “They look at the pieces, and 
then they leave. This time people have been using the 
sitting areas. I have seen quite a few people just sit 
there and stare at the paintings for a long time.” 
One reason may be the mediums Johnson uses. 
She created her works with oil, acrylic and encaustic 
(an ancient technique combining beeswax and oils) to 
portray what Johnson calls “symbolic landscapes.” 
Johnson helped .set up the exhibit by hanging the 
large pieces herself Johnson did so because she had 
a vision of where she wanted them to go, explaining 
that each piece was a step unto another.
“The way in which we set up the pieces creates 
more than any one piece could on its own.” said 
Johnson. Daily photo} by Michael Troxell
See GALLERY page A 4  Sandra Johnson's exhibit "A  Sense of Place” is on display in the U .U. Galerie.
ly  Kdy Vktorio Yoektr
Arts Weekly l^ ldter
Manifest Vision and Hotwheelz, 
two local bands, just released their 
musical art on 
CDs so listeners 
can hear their 
music tuiywhere, 
anytime.
H otw heelz, 
composed of four 
Cal Poly stu­
dents. first 
released its CD ‘
Dying to Sell Out
First releases
Band
Reviews
Bom to Rock: 
’ at Wildflower 
Triathlons Festival two weeks ago.
Manifest Vision, made up of one 
Cal Poly student and his friend 
from Oregon, recently released its 
CD “Carbon Method” that is now 
being sold at Liquid CD.
Manifest Vision’s Joe Moak and 
Zane Jacobson have played togeth­
er for five years. Moak is a Cal Poly 
mechanical engineering senior, and
hotwheelz.
bom to nock dv'Og to scH out
Jacobson, who lives in Oregon, 
hopes to move to San Luis Obispo 
this summer.
“Manifest Vision is a project 
that we pulled together in the last 
year,” said Moak. “We spent many 
weekends putting the CD together. 
We did everything to produce the 
CD. We haven’t played a live show 
yet because of the distance.”
Moak said the band’s music can 
be classified as industrial, but has 
more emotionally-based lyrics and 
tonality than standard industrial.
“For now music is just a hobby 
for us,” Moak said. “We are going 
with the flow and writing music 
that we would like to listen to. We 
are trying to express ourselves 
through our music like many 
bands.”
Moak said Manifest Vision 
bums the CDs as they need them.
Manifest Vision is a term
See N E W  page A 4
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By Matt Berger
Arts Weekly Columnist ' Ê - ' i î e r ' sHÍT»
i’ll tell you what’s wrong with America: Ptiople want to watch World’s Scariest Police Chases 
4, and they pretend they don’t 
understand the guests on Ricky 
Lake.
There once was a man named 
Sam who sold newspapers from 
his corner stand in front of a 
brick building on a busy street. 
Sam had a few regulars that 
loved to stop and chat about the 
weather or politics or entertain­
ment. They liked Sam because 
every time he sold them a news­
paper he would give a bit of 
advice, and most of the time it 
came true. Those people always 
came back because they liked 
what Sam told them.
I ' . K
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It was a sunny weekday morn­
ing, a man stopped by on his way 
to work just like he always did. 
The man asked for his newspa­
per, threw Sam a quarter and 
Sam responded with a hearty 
word o f advice for his friend just 
like he always did.
This morning, the man, too, 
had some advice. He said, “You
know Sam, you should take an 
ad out in the paper for your news 
stand,” raising the cup of coffee 
in his hand. “I’m sure more peo­
ple would come get their papers 
here if they knew what good 
advice you gave with each 
paper.”
Sam was humble. He never 
thought about doing anything 
like that before, but he liked the
idea, so that day he closed the 
door to his shop a little early to 
take an ad out in the paper. He 
walked down the street, past the 
brick apartments and cafes and 
restaurants until he got to a big 
building with a sign out front 
that looked just like the one on 
the newspapers he sold. Sam 
took out his ad in the paper: 
SAM’S NEWSSTAND. NEWS
AND PERSONAL ADVICE.
Sam waited, and slowly more 
and more people came for news­
paper and advice. Husbands 
whose wives weren’t happy 
bought their papers and wanted 
to know why their marriages 
were on the rocks. Sam told 
them. Business women bought 
their papers, and asked why 
their business was so slow, and 
Sam told them, too. And soon 
word got out and everyone was 
coming to buy their newspapers 
at Sam’s newsstand asking for 
advice about relationships and 
money and even fashion, and 
Sam always had good advice.
Soon, Sam’s newsstand was
See M IN D  page A 3
Immortality through art: Artificial magnificence
By Jesska Niland
Arts Weekly Writer
"An aged man is but a paltry thing.
A tattered cixit upon a stick, unless
Soul clap its hands and sing, and louder sing
For every tatter in its mortal dress.
Nor is there singing school hut studying 
Monuments of its own magnificence;
And therefore I have sailed the seas and come 
to the holy city o f Byzantium.”
—William Butler Yeats 1927
Byzantium is the name of a fictional city in a poem 
by William Butler Yeats. It represents an artistic ideal 
which has been captured in Cal 
Poly’s literary magazine of the same 
name.
The subject matter of this year’s 
poems and stories range from the 
passing down of family traditions, 
to dealing with death and loss and 
runs the gamut of topics in 
between.
“This was our biggest year for 
entries,” said English professor and “Byzantium” orga­
nizer A1 Landwehr. “There were about 100 poetry 
entries and 80 fiction stories this year.”
Landwehr said he organized the first Cal Poly 
Creative Writing Contest when he came here 28 years 
ago after realizing there wasn’t one. In 1991, the win­
ners of the contest were compiled into a book as part of 
a senior project, he said.
First prize 
winners receive 
$100, second 
place $75 and 
third receive 
$50. The prize
money comes from an anonymous donor, as part of the 
Michael Gamber Memorial Fund. The works of the first 
through third place manners and honorable mention 
winners are published in “Byzantium.”
The money for printing the magazine is raised by 
the managing editor each year, through advertising in 
the book. Foundation, ASI and other sources.
There are three judges selected each year for each 
category, Landwehr said. They are selected for their 
exp>erience with writing and critical work, he said.
Kristina Bross, Douglas Keesey and Evelyn Torres 
were poetry judges this year. Each writer uses a pseu­
donym so none of the judges can be biased if they know 
a student.
“The judges chose many more honorable mentions 
this year than in the past, so the book turned out to be 
larger than usual,” said Wendy Conti, English senior 
and “Byzantium” editor. “The look is also different. It’s 
longer and wider and has a coated cover which makes 
it look more professional.”
Damon Nelson, art director for “Byzantium,” said 
the cover and design of the book turned out just the 
way he envisioned it.
“Our goal WEIS to take a more modem approach to 
the design this year that spoke to the audience we were 
selling to Euid I feel we did so successfully,” Nelson said.
This year, fiction writer SusEuinEih Jenkins Clay 
received her third first-place win in the contest, for her 
story “The Sound of Someone Saying Your Name.”
“No one has ever even won twice before, so it’s a 
great accomplishment,” Landwehr SEiid. “(Jenkins Clay) 
also received Eui honorable mention this yeEU* and the 
Student Arts award.”
Jenkins Clay is currently traveling in Italy.
4 4 ---------------------
We as human beings 
need art in order to be 
happy and complete.
—  Wendy Conti 
"Byzantium" editor
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This marked the third year Conti’s work was pub­
lished in “Byzantium” as well. The past two years she 
received honorable mentions, and this year her story 
“Infinite Revolutions Around the Sun and Counting” 
received second place.
“It’s a great feeling to actually win some money, not 
for the sEike of the money but because it makes you feel 
validated, like your work is really 
okay,” Conti said. “We as human 
beings need art in order to be 
happy and complete, “ Conti said. “I 
think ‘Byzantium’ would especially 
app>eal to students because the 
experiences that are written about 
may be similar to their own.”
English senior Michael Pinson 
said a comment made about mas­
turbation on a Spring Break road 
trip inspired his poem, “Inches.”
“A lot of times someone will say 
a word or phrase and it will be the 
entire basis of a poem,” Pinson 
said. “I’m a very auditory person, 
and sometimes when 1 hear something it sends me off 
into my own world.”
Hilary Pierce, English senior, said having grown up 
in Ireland until she was 13 has been a msyor influence 
on much of her work.
“Literature and music are so much a part of the cul­
ture in IrelEuid, so I grew up writing.” Pierce said. “I 
often write about memories of living in Ireland and the 
struggle of adjusting to a new place.”
English senior Erin Martin said her short story 
“Breathing in the Dawn” is about a womsm coming to 
terms with the death of her father and abEmdonment of 
her husband. Martin SEud while the story is not autobi­
ographical, the emotions in it are real.
“The inner core of the emotions in the story are resd 
for me,” Martin said. “They are just placed in a differ­
ent situation and embellished.”
Sara Rose is one of the few contest winners who is 
not an English major. The dairy science sophomore 
wrote the poem “Between Life and Math” during a time 
when she was “studying algebra and reading The 
Tragedy of MacBeth’,” according to her biographical 
sketch.
See BYZ page A 4
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By Jaime ZuHoletto
Arts Weekly Writer
The new pieces on display at the 
Dexter Gallery could have the abil­
ity to help change the way people 
look at women and art history.
“In Her Image” is an exliibit 
designed to give people the chance 
to view works of art created by five 
different women, about other 
women.
Exhibit Curator Joanne Ruggles 
invited these women because each 
had powerful messages to present 
through their works.
“Most pieces in art history 
depict women in compromising 
positions,” Ruggles said. “They are 
put into violent situations like rape, 
but what is our ir>action to it when 
it is cloaked in history? Somehow it 
seems less violent.”
M a r g a r e t  L a z z a r i
u s e  Professor Margaret 
Lazzari makes statements about 
how society views the “perfect 
women” by showing how beautiful 
the exact opposite can be.
“We all think that ‘beautiful’ 
means ‘white and skinny,”* Ruggles 
said. “But what Margaret does is 
she takes the body of a larger black 
woman and shows that she can be 
beautiful also.”
These works focus not on ¡lerfec- 
tion of the body, but on perfection of 
the person. Modem media rarely
presents this side of beauty, a prob­
lem Lazzari said worries her.
“I have been concerned with try­
ing to redefine beauty,” Lazzari 
said. “In these works, the main 
compKAnents are vitality, strength 
and experience rather than confor­
mity, youth, Caucasian features 
and slimness.”
Lazzari said the physical and 
material presence of the body is an 
essential part of her work, but some 
of her works also portray gender 
roles, sexual politics, stereotypes, 
beauty and other issues.
J a n e t  L e d g e r w o o d
Janet Ledgerwood said her 
work, “Mirror Mirror,” is intended 
to invoke the ideas of reverie and 
reflection. It’s a story told through 
pictures and etchings on antique 
medicine cabinets.
“By appropriating these art his­
torical images from the context in 
which they are traditionally viewed 
and placing them within different 
circumstances, assumptions about 
art history and its relevance to the 
human experiences are chal­
lenged,” said Ledgerwood, Director 
of the City of Brea Gallery. “My 
installation questions the aesthetic 
acceptance of visual representa­
tions of sexual assault in history.”
Ruggles said the medicine cabi­
nets also function as a metaphor for 
privacy and, to convey this mean­
ing, will be displayed in a special
Art majors Char Ariansen and Brian Grandfield prepare for the University Art
State Fullerton, said her paintingsroom.
“We are building a room in the 
Gallery to hold the installation 
because we feel the small enclosed 
space has a darkness about it that 
seemed to be suitable for her work,” 
Ruggles said.
J a d e  J e w e t t
Like Ledgerwood, Jade Jewett 
also chose to paint ftom an atypical 
viewpoint.
“She did a series of body 
changes about pregnancy,” Ruggles 
said. “These are not typical images 
in art, yet they are very valuable 
and real affirmations of life, of 
things that actually happen to us.”
Jewett, an art professor at Cal
are iconic representations of even - 
day things.
“I am interested in how figura­
tive painting reveals very specific 
cultural values,” Jewett said.
M a r il y n  P r e s c o t t
The work displayed next to 
Jewetts’ belongs to Marilyn 
Prescott, an independent curator 
who thinks of herself as more of a 
storyteller than anything else.
“My paintings are the chronicle 
of my inner search to recover and 
reconnect my own consciousness 
with its historical, racial and leg­
endary sources,” Prescott said.
A few of her paintings have a
Daily photos by Michoel Troxell
Gallery show in Dexter, 
mythological feel to them, while 
others seem to be part of a dream. 
All are derived from the idea of 
family.
“Through ‘Boys will be Boys’ and 
‘Girls \vill be Girls,’ Marilyn shows 
the different dynamics of how boys 
and girls are viewed in the world,” 
Ruggles said. “We expect boys to be 
active and playful, and we expect 
girls to be small and silent.”
Ruggles and Prescott hope these 
images will ignite something in 
people, so that women do not have 
to fight within themselves to gain a 
sense of themselves.
See DEXTER page A4
MIND from page A2
the most popular place in town. A 
line formed every morning, far­
ther than Sam could see, with 
people waiting for their papers 
and advice.
David Letterman invited Sam 
onto his show, and asked for some 
advice. “So Sam,” Dave said. “You 
got some advice for me? Huh 
Sam? Do ya?” And Dave laughed 
like an old fisherman.
A group o f musicians got 
together and wrote a song about 
Sam with words like “enlightened 
and judicious.” It was a hit, and 
even more people came to his 
stand on the busy street comer.
When the made-for-'TV movie 
about Sam aired, people flew 
from all over the country for 
advice and a paper.
Even the newspaper reporters 
came to see Sam to write stories
about the newspaper man who 
gave great advice, and they inter­
viewed him for the same papers 
that S-^ r* Qold at his newsstand. 
Some people stood in line so long 
that by tiie time they got their 
paper, they read about them­
selves standing in line.
Everywhere Sam went people 
wanted advice, whether they 
bought a newspaper or not. At the 
grocery store a woman asked him 
if her lettuce was too soggy. Sam 
said, “Buy romaine, not green 
leaf.”
At the bank a man at the ATM 
asked him how much money he 
should take out. Sam said, “Not 
too much, save some for a more 
appropriate time.”
On the subway the driver 
asked him how he was driving. 
Sam said, “Maybe you should go a 
little slower around the corners.”
The more advice Sam gave 
out, the more people asked.
if was a cloudy, humid week­
day. Sam got to work and the line 
for newspapers wrapped halfway 
around the city. Sam wanted 
everyone to be happy so he 
worked as hard as he could sell­
ing his newspapers, but the 
crowd was tired of waiting in line.
A disgruntled man turned to 
the woman in front of him, “I had 
a friend who took Sam’s advice to 
go skiing and ended up breaking 
his leg.”
Another man turned to him, “I 
had a friend who took Sam’s 
advice to go home from work 
early and surprise his wife, and 
he found her sleeping with the 
mailman.”
Soon everyone in line was 
telling stories about Sam’s bad 
advice, yelling and spitting and
throwing their arms in the air, 
and they hadn’t even got their 
papers yet.
The mass of people turned 
ugly, picketing and chanting 
“Down with Sam!” The IRS came 
and audited Sam for giving 
advice to his accountant; he was 
investigated for being a commu­
nist spy by the CIA because he 
told his mailman to read Karl 
Marx. Even NBC was after him 
for giving advice to Seinfield 
writers on how to end the last 
episode. Sam saw the angry 
crowd outside his shop and could­
n’t bear to face all the people 
when he just wanted to help, so 
he took his stack of papers and
left.
On a street corner a few 
blocks away, in front of a brick 
building on a street not too busy, 
Sam set up a new newsstand 
where he wouldn’t give advice, 
just sell newspapers. A man 
stopped to get a paper on his way 
to work. “Good thing you’re here,” 
the man said. “The newsstand 
around the comer was on fire and 
their were riots on the street."
Sam handed the man a paper, 
“No reason to riot over the news.” 
“Hey, that’s great advice,” the 
man said, throwing Sam a quar­
ter.
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CAFFÈ BRIO!
V____________________
Caffè Brio serves the most 
natural Italian cuisine on the 
Central Coast, including 
fresh baked focaccias and  
breads, bakery goods, 
sauces, soups and dressings. 
Virtually everything is made 
fresh daily.
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(Comer of Johnson & Marsh 
Around from Scolari's)
San Luis Obispo • 541*5282
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I 9 am to 9:30 pm» 7 days Alwoys Ffesh & Natural
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coined by one of Moak and 
Jacobson's friends from high 
school, Moak said. It means realiz­
ing your goals and your dreams.
“We want our listeners to inter­
pret the meaning of the CD name 
‘Carbon Method’ on their own. I 
think we will appeal to the gothic 
crowd and maybe to the dance 
crowd, the people who like techno. 
But it is too soon to tell," Moak 
said. “We will definitely keep 
recording and do what it takes to 
meet the demands of our fans.”
Manifest Vision’s first CD can 
be found in the electronic section 
at Liquid CD for $11.99, and also 
at a listening station in the shop.
Hotwheelz is quite a different 
tN^ x* of band.
“Our music is straight-ahead 
rock n’ roll," said Josh Meschi. con­
struction management senior and 
the band’s guitarist. “It is not the 
kind of music you will hear on Sly 
(9fi FM). We have influences from 
many heavier rock bands from the 
‘70s and ‘80s like Van Halen, Ixxl 
Zeppelin. Guns n’ Roses, and even 
flohnny Cash."
Besides Meschi. the other mem- 
tx'r are .journalism majors. Mark 
•Armstrong, lead vocalist, has 
played with .Meschi for the past 
four years. The band has under­
gone changes with their drummer 
and guitarist but. for the past two 
vears. Matt Bi*rger has played the 
bass and Nathan Daly the drums.
Meschi said the name 
Hotwheelz originated from a con­
versation he was having with 
•Armstrong one night.
“.Mark and I were messing 
around and taking about the toys 
we used to play with and we said 
Hotwheelz would be a great band
name,” Meschi said. *The name fits 
well with our music because it is 
aggressive rock n’ roll. Fast cars 
and rock n’ roll seem to go togeth­
er."
The CD name gets the band’s 
point across.
“(The CD name) is kind of a 
joke," Meschi said. “It is supposed 
to make people laugh and let peo­
ple know that we don’t take our­
selves really seriously. We want to 
have fun. We are happy when we 
see people dancing and smiling to 
our music. We try to entertain, and 
Mark is our main entertainer. 
Mark is pretty funny.”
The Hotwheelz CD was pro­
duced purely from out-of-pocket 
donations from the band's friends. 
They recorded the entire CD in 
four days at a friend’s recording 
studio in Los Osos.
The band has sold 70 or 80 CDs 
since Wildflower.
“Mark did all the vocals for the 
CD in three hours." Meschi said. 
“He didn’t even take a break "
Hotwheelz plans to sell its CD 
.at San Luis Obispo record shops in 
the near future, but interested fans 
can call Mark .Armstrong at 549- 
9677 to purchase a copy for $8.
Hotwheelz will play its next 
show flune 5 at Sweet Springs 
Saloon in Los Osos at 9:30 p.m. 
There is no cover.
“I think our music is a lot dif­
ferent than what people might 
expect." Meschi said. “It is not com­
puter generated and there is no 
over dubbing. The CD captures our 
live show, it is real high energy. We 
don’t usually take breaks. At 
Wildflower we played 37 or 38 
songs straight. That is just how we 
do it."
BYZ from page A2
“Writing is a hobby for me that 
helps me keep balance in my life," 
Rose said.
Conti said she wishes more non- 
English majors would enter the 
creative waiting contest.
“I would love to see a more 
diverse group of voices from all 
majors,” Conti said. “I want 
‘Byzantium’ to belong to the whole 
school, not just the English depart­
ment."
Conti said it is hard to publicize 
the contest on a limited budget, 
how'ever.
“I think the English dep»artment 
gets looked over a lot for funding," 
Conti said. “So we’re limited in how 
much advertising we can do for the 
contest and the book."
Landwehr said the topics he has
GALLERY from page A 1
Johnson said she had always 
dreamed about having her own 
show, and was delighted when 
LaBarbera made the decision to 
make that dream come true.
“As an undergraduate in Cal 
Poly’s art and design department. 
Sandra Johnson was already con­
sidered to be a fine artist." said 
I.oBarbera “Now that she has 
returned from the east at the com­
pletion of her MFA, wo are especial­
ly pleased and proud to present her 
work in this one-woman exhibi­
tion."
Johnson said her studies at 
Norwich University’s V’ermont 
College were a huge grow'ing 
process for her as a person and an 
artist. While studying for her mas­
ters degree, Johnson continued to 
create new works of art and
seen written about over the years 
generally share the same sort of 
themes.
“Love and death are both popu­
lar,” Landwehr said. “I think the 
language has become a bit more 
direct than in the past.”
The winners of the contest were 
honored during Open House week­
end. At an event called 
WriterSpeak. the first, second and 
third place winners read their work 
out loud.
“A lot of parents come for that 
weekend, so we sell a lot of copies.” 
Conti said. “But after that it doesn’t 
sell very well at all. There’s a lot of 
apathy toward it I think. I'd like to 
see that change.”
“Byzantium” is currently on 
sale at El Corral Bookstore for $9. 
It is also available at Coalesce 
Bookstore in Morro Bay.
research old techniques including 
encaustic.
Johnson said she learned the 
encaustic technique while experi­
menting and studying new tech­
niques for her masters. Johnson 
said these techniques allowed her 
to make her artwork expressive.
“I want these paintings to sug­
gest a goal and a path of struggle 
toward that goal as the place of 
optimal experience and a source of 
fulfillment." .said Johnson.
Johnson .said she hopes people 
will look at her works and see the 
symbolic connections used to unite 
mankind.
“My work is about finding con­
nections." said Johnson. 
“Connections across time and 
space, connections that unite 
mankind, connections that help me 
identify my own place in the world."
DEXTER from page A3
T he Ironing Geisha’ is about a 
struggle within this woman about 
who she is supposed to be.” Ruggles 
said. *AVomen are often told many 
different things. But are we sup­
posed to be the geisha, are we sup­
posed to be domestics, are we sup­
posed to be sources of entertain­
ment?"
H o i x y  R o b e r t s
A photographer from Mexico, 
Holly Roberts is the only woman to 
use photography as the main medi­
um in her part of the exhibit. But 
Roberts’ photographs are more than 
just pictures, she combines the 
images with paints and oils to cre­
ate a deeper feeling.
“It makes otherwise obscure and 
psycholc^cal states come alive to 
the \iewer.” Ruggles said. “She is 
able to use the paint selectively to 
accentuate and obscure the under­
lying image."
Through the works of all these 
women. Ruggles hopes that a new- 
understanding of women w-ill come 
about.
“The show is an attempt to give 
voice to a feminine view of life and 
the world.” Ruggles said. “By femi­
nine I mean a woman’s \iew as 
opposed to a .soft view. We see our­
selves differently than we're seen hy­
men. And what’s important to us 
and our take on the w-orld is a dif­
ferent take."
An panel of four of the five guest 
artists will be held from 6;30 p.m. to 
8 p.m. Friday in Building 3. room 
112. Immediately- following the 
panel, the University Gallery- in the 
Dexter Building will open its doors 
for \iew-ing. The exhibit will run 
through June 10.
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WINE from page J 2
wine went down smooth with no 
lingering aftertaste.
From there, our pallets slight­
ly dampened, we sampled their 
‘97 Chardonnay in Botti, which is 
fermented and aged in Italian 
chestnut barrels. Martin 
Brothers is the only winery in 
the United States that uses 
chestnut barrels, which give the 
wine a woodsy flavor.
The Martin brothers learned 
w’inemaking in Italy, but are 
Irish in heritage.
The last wine we samph*d. the 
‘97 Moscato Allegro, was a 
favorite among the women in our 
group with its sweet apricot 
taste.
Further down the road we 
stopped at Eberle Winery, the 
home 8,000 square feet of under­
ground tunnels housing barreled 
wine, and an 80-seat under­
ground banquet facility. Prior to 
entering the winery, expect to be 
greeted by the winery dog, a 
black poodle named Syrah, after 
an Eberle wine.
Sensing our desire for more of 
the sauce, Gayle Mott, a delight­
ful, intelligent woman in charge 
of public relations for the winery; 
quickly set up slender goblets 
and started us off with a *97 
Chardonnay, aged in French Oak.
She explained that becau.se 
the area's weather can get hot, 
the wine maker must really work 
to get this wine just right. For 
$14 a bottle, this wine could com­
plement any dinner nicely.
The ‘96 Cotes du Robles, a 
vivid blend of three reds, a pink 
and a white, comes together nice­
ly without too much of the bite 
commonly found in bistro-style 
wines. One member o f our group 
w'as expecting to get knocked 
over by a quick shot of the bistro. 
But to his delight, the wine was 
thrown down with ease.
Mott then poured us the wine 
named after the black poodle, or 
vice-versa, the ‘96 Cabernet 
Sauvignon/Syrah. This wine had 
such a south of the border taste, 
steaming with spices, that it was 
a good thing the water pitcher 
and crackers were close by.
The next couple o f rounds 
came and went with me out of 
the loop, because on an empty 
stomach except for some coffee 
cake, my legs were getting a little 
wobbly and I was having a hard 
time taking notes. Instead. I
w'andered around the tasting 
room, looking at the many wine- 
related trinkets available for sale 
like glasses and pitchers.
Getting back into the action, I 
was treated to a ‘96 Zinfandel 
from the Sauret Vineyards. This 
dark red wine bit into my taste 
buds with tangy intentions. I 
should have taken a longer 
break: this Zinfandel weighs in 
at 16.5-piercent alcohol. Wow!
Along with great wine, we 
received a tour o f the under­
ground caves which was pretty 
cool.
There is no such thing as 
excess in wine making. The bar­
rels. t>Tf)ically costing $500, are 
only used three times before 
being chopped in half and sold to 
nurseries for pennies on the dol­
lar.
Back in the orange Volvo, and 
even further down the road, we 
stopped at Meridian Vineyards, 
the largest of all the wineries we 
visited last weekend. There, the 
wine attendants told me a story 
about how they have to card peo­
ple. Not quite getting the hint I 
asked the girl, who appeared to 
be in high school, if that meant 
she wanted to see mine.
After my ID was put away I 
told her to set ‘em up.
At this point, I honestly could­
n’t differentiate between a red 
and a white. The brie they had 
there was washed down nicely by 
the wine. The other people sam­
pling w’ine here seemed more 
personable than at the other 
w'ineries. I met a Cal Poly jour­
nalism alumnus who sells insur­
ance now and a guy that swore 
he knew me.
Last stop was at the Wild 
Horse Winery, winner o f New 
Times' Best in SLO award. Upon 
entering — yes we made it 
although we were all half-asleep 
— I was a little disheartened to 
read that we could only sample 
five wines. The joint wasn't very- 
enthusiastic toward \ounger peo­
ple. I guess they thought we 
wouldn't buy any wine, but I 
showed them and picked out a 
bottle o f ‘97 Orange Muscat. 
Aside from the name sounding 
cool, this wine will travel down 
your throat like a ball rolls 
across a waxed floor.
Overall, the wine-tasting 
experience was a lot o f fun. The 
only drawback was coming home 
to a four-hour nap.
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Pop Quiz #6 Teachers are
a) Heroes
b) The third most prestigious career 
in the US*
c) Educated right here at Cal Poly
d) All of the above
Correct Answer: d
* Right after physicians and scientists and just ahead of minister/lcergy in the 1997 Harris Poll.
POD
Cal Poly Educates Teachers?
You bet, at the UCTE!
Find out about teaching as a career, and find out about Cal Poly’s
University Center for Teacher Education
Call 756-2584
Standard Register
Standard Register is an 85 year old document management company that 
employs over 9 ,500 nationally with revenues exceeding $1 Billion. 
Manufactures and distributes paper, electronic, and software-related prod­
ucts, services, and solutions that help companies minimize costs and 
improve information processing efficiency.
SALES TRAINEE: SALES REPRESENTATIVE;
• 6*12 mofillis woHcing directly • Gxisuhotive/Relationship
with a Soles Representative. Selling
• Salaried position • Solory/commission/residual
• Position moves directly into commission(re*orders)
Soles Representative after • Unlimited earning potential
6*12 months
L i
• Soles or morrogement career 
path
k k
LOCATIONS:
Bay (SF) Area, LA Area, Santa Clara, San Diego, Orange County, 
Phoenix, Portland, Seattle, Las Vegas and others available.
Full time career opportunity. Excellent troining/Comprehensive benefits program
Please be sure to stop by our booth 
at the Career Fair M ay 19 
DON'T FORGET TO BRING YOUR RESUME.
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IhtTi* was any com petition 
between them. Both the pour- 
ers at Meridian and F'herle 
assured me that the relation­
ship is a Kood one. with the 
owners o f the various wineries 
even playin({ harmless pranks 
on each other.
On the way hack to .San Luis 
Obispo, we stopped o ff at one 
last winery — Wild Horse in 
Templeton, this year’s New 
Times Best o f SLi) ( ’ounty win­
ner.
Wild Horse was crowded, 
and the tasting room is small 
(not intim ately sm all, just 
small*, so our group gathered 
in a corner near the bar. Wild 
Horse gives you its full wine 
list, then lets you taste five 
wines o f choice.
1‘erhaps it was because the 
tasting room was crowded, but 
our group felt somewhat 
ignored at Wild Horse. It took a 
while before we got our glass­
es. but we did need the time to 
decide which wines we wanted 
to taste. Wild Horse had two 
wines on its list we hadn’t seen 
at the other wineries.
Our pourer seemed to con­
centrate more on what kind o f 
food the wines went well with 
rather than really telling us 
about the wines themselves. 
Pouring a glass she would say: 
“Think picnic outdoors.” high­
lighting the aesthetic aspects 
o f the wine rather than the 
taste.
One nice touch: sometimes 
between wines she would rinse 
out our glasses with the next 
wine so we got a pure taste.
By this time in the day, we 
had tasted so much wine that 
we were having a hard time 
distinguishing one from the 
next. I’d suggest hitting no 
more than three wineries in a 
day if you intend to sample all 
the wines. i>f course, if you’re 
out to get drunk for free. 1 sug­
gest hitting ail the wineries 
vou can.
Ooily pho<o by Sbotbono Hcbtbi
Every winery offers water. It is a necessity while wine tasting to offset dehy­
dration and most importantly cleanse the palette between varieties of wines.
I
SOUTH from page 10
student friendly.
Industrial technology senior 
Scott ('hilders is the hospitality 
shift manager at the vineyard.
He encouraged students to, 
“Grab some friends, go out and ask 
questions. Just be responsible."
Childers feels that wine tasting 
should not be intimidating to stu­
dents, or anyone, and getting 
started shouldn’t be diftlcult, even 
for those with no wine experience.
This winery is certainly not 
intimidating. In fact, it is rather 
inviting. The wine tasters are 
there to help educate people who 
don’t know much about wine, and 
in the end. it’s all a matter of pt*r- 
sonal preference any^vay.
“Everyone has their own taste. 
You know what you like,” Childers 
.said.
Childers himself, who has been 
around the wine industry for three 
years, said he knew very little 
when he first began. But over 
time, he developed a sense of what 
to look for as his palate matured.
Conveniently, the winery is 
open daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. - 
the longest hours of all the South 
County wineries.
The overall ambiance of the 
winery is that of friendly elegance, 
leaving a positive imprint in the 
patron’s mind.
Claiborne and Churchill 
Winery was next on the map.
It is a small, family-owned win­
ery specializing in Dry Riesling. 
Dry Gew'urztraminer, Muscat, 
f'hardonnay and Pinot Noir.
Located at 2649 Carpenter 
( ’anyon Rd., on Hwy. 227, just 
.south of Price Canyon Road, this 
winery is somewhat smaller than 
Edna Valley.
'The winery has a warehouse- 
type feel to it. but a touch of 
.sophistication as well.
There are boxes stacked to the 
ceiling, but a nic-e bar for serving, 
and olT to one side petjple may pur­
chase gills, laid out on a small 
table.
Because it is a small winery, 
there aren’t as many employees to 
help out when customers arrive.
.Students, or anyone, may feel 
intimidated at first because the 
employees don’t immediately rush 
to help out. but rather wait for cus­
tomers to initiate a wine sampling.
The ta.sting room is open daily 
from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Mo\'ing on. Laetitia V'inevardP
Jtidge Charles Porter 
P) LUI CfA U t f -  Offiew
R id g e c r e s t  S c h o o l o f  L a w  (Elst. 1 9 9 3 )
WEEKEND JURIS DOCTOR PROGRAM$1,800 Per Semester • Starts August 1998 Prerequisite: 2 Years College or 3 CLEPs Tests
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GERMAN AUTO
FACTORY & BOSCH TRAINED TECHNICIANS -25 YEARS EXPERIENCE BOSCH AUTHORIZED SERVICE CENTER 
•MERCEDES • PORSCHE • BMW* 
AUDI • VW • VOLVO & OTHER i m p o r t s
2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU: SAN LUIS OBISPO SANTA MARIA543-7473 ■922-1262
273 PACIFIC 
MON.-SAT. 8:30-5:30
916 BROADWAY 
MON • FRI 8:30-5:30
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and Winery was the last stop on 
the wine tour, being the farthest 
south.
Uxrated at 453 Deutz Dr. in 
Arroyo Grande, the winery spe­
cializes in burgundy-style wines 
and traditional sparkling wines.
This was a very elegant winery, 
where the tasting rfxim had a fire 
crackling in the fireplace and an 
amazing ocean view.
Ixjcated at the top of a hill just 
ofT Highway 101, laetitia has a 
very’ welcoming feel, with plenty of 
staff available to help.
This student-friendly winery 
has a large bar and gift shop 
inside, and a roundabout driveway 
outside for easy access.
Rob Takigawa. a s<jil science 
graduate from Cal Poly, was ready 
to help out in the tasting room.
Takigawa said the winery is 
very non-intimidating, and anyone 
should come out to try’ the wine.
“We have people who are 
trained to help someone who does­
n’t know a lot about wines. Our 
main goal is to educate them, and 
maybe they'll come back to buy our 
wine later,” he said.
Takigawa had a refreshing 
attitude toward customers, sa.ring 
he treats all customers equally.
“It is important for people to 
know that it’s not just one class of 
people who come in to the tasting 
room. It’s about being social, and 
every'one is part of a srxrial class,” 
he said.
Takigawa encouraged students 
to go out tasting.
“There are so many wineries in 
the area, it would be stupid if no 
one went wine tasting just once," 
he said.
And for those who don’t really 
like wine, Takigawa .said to be 
patient, taste a little, and the taste 
buds will progiosK.
“I bring home wine a lot, now, 
and some of the most core beer 
dnnkers I know are starting to 
drink the wine." Takigawa said.
Laetitia also holds many 
events, although some are rather 
high-priced.
This Saturday, there will be a 
Mexican/Caribbean fiesta begin­
ning at 6 p.m. with two bands, din­
ner, wine, entertainment and 
dancing. Tickets are S60 each, or 
$100 per couple.
Also, on May 23, Scottish 
harpist William Jackson will be 
performing at the winery at 7:30 
p.m. Ticket« are $12.00.
Customer serv’ice is crucial to 
the noA’ice wine taster, who may be 
.«tandoffish or unsure when ven­
turing out to try wine.
The b»'<t wineries are those 
which do not judge students for 
being students, but treat everyone 
equally.
It w'ill be clear w hen you walk 
in the drxir what kind of attitude is 
being conveyed, and students 
should feel frw* to be selective, 
since there is so much competition.
If the winery dcies not Mx-m 
friendly, simply ask for wine sam­
ples and don't be afraid to ask 
questions. If the attitude toward 
you is still not very positive, just 
mo\’e on to the next place. No 
harm done.
From elegant to rustic, the 
ambiance of each winery show­
cased was crucial to the entire 
wine tasting experience and the 
o\-eraII enjo>Tnent o f the wine.
As a piece of advice, try to find 
the wineries that promote the 
experience and culture o f wine 
tasting, not just the wine. Because 
for anyone with an unde\’eloped 
palate, it will most likely be the 
experience that is remembered, 
rather than the wine.
Highlights & Haircut 
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Go all out for Mustang 
Daily^s 2nd Annual 
Gonzo journalism contest
‘*True Gonzo reporting needs the talents o f a master journalist, 
the eye o f an artist / photographer and the heavy balls o f an actor. 
Because the writer must be a participant in the scene, while (s)he*s 
writing i t ... Probably the closest analogy to the ideal would be a 
fdm director!producer who writes his own scripts, does his own 
camera work and somehow manages to fdm himself in the action, 
as the protagonist or at least the main character.”
—Hunter S. Thompson 
The Great Shark Hunt
In the spirit of the Duke of Gonzo, Mustang Daily is proud to present 
the second-ever Gonzo Journalism Contest. Everyone can enter, and win­
ners of the contest will get to see their names in print for the Gonzo Issue, 
June 1. Entries must be factual (sort of) narratives and no longer than 
801 words.
ENTRIES ARE DUE THURSDAY, MAY 28 BY 7 RM.
The rest is up to you.
Submit entries to:
Hebshi-Hadley 
Mustang Daily
Graphic Arts Building (26), room 226 
ATTN: Gonzo Issue
UNIVERSITY GARDENS 
APARTMENTS
766 BOYSEN AVENUE 
Now Leasing For Fall '98 
For InformaHon Call
543-6819
w
Want to  work & play 
in Santa Barbara this summer?
Quadron Corporation a smalt friendly company located in 
downtown Santa Barbara. We're looking for CSC/CSE/EL interns 
for the summer to help vtrith communication protocols and 
device driver development for PCI and ISA cards operating in 
Windows NT and other PC platforms.
Experience with PC architecture, and software and hardware 
interfaces is key. Ability with C/C-m - programming is required. 
You will help with software design, implementation, testing, 
maintenaiKe and support.
Quadron is a communications company that develops software 
for IBM ARTIC co-processor cards. If you've ever used an ATM 
machine, phoned directory assistance, used a credit card, placed 
a long-distance telephone call, or flown anywhere— you've 
probably used our products.
Check out our website <www.quadron.com> for more about us. 
Email your resume and interests to info^quadron.com , or mail 
it to us at:
Quadron'
Quadron Corporation 
Attn: Human Resources 
209 East Victoria Street 
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
GRAPHIC ARTS CENTER
o f  S A N  F R A N C I S C O
x t r a o i r d i n a r e
Intended to lead to a Sales Career Position. Will be able 
to solve problems with confidence, ease and speed.
W H A T W E ARE LO O K IN G  FOR:
Conscientious, hard working, well organized and reliable. 
Secure, calm, clear-headed (even under demanding situations). 
Helpful, agreeable and good natured.
Ability to solve problems and to meet customers needs.
WE ARE THE LARGEST, HIGH IMPACT COLOR PRINTER IN THE UNITED STATES
WE WILL BE ATTENDING THE CAREER FAIR ON TUESDAY' MAY 1 9
r m o r e  i n f o r m a t i o n ,  p l e a s e  c a l l  ( 6 5 0 )  7 3 7 - 5 6 6 5 |
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which specializes in limited-edition 
Chardonnay, Pinot Noir, Cabernet 
Sauvi^on and Zinfandel.
Tins tasting room has wine barrels 
stacked to the ceiling, with one barrel 
set upright as a tasting table. With a 
mini-refrigerator to keep the wines cold, 
one can see that this is no second-rate 
operation.
The Windemere tasting room is open 
Thursday through Sunday. I T.30 a m. to
4 p m.
•■\t both wineries, you will be greeted 
with a friendly smile and a willing 
hi 1 per. The employees will gladly pour a 
couple samples, even if it's a little after 
hours.
Students may b<* intimidated by the 
appearance of the wineries, but it is a 
good experience to get a first-hand look 
at a smaller winery, and the pc*ople.
Next on the journey was ('ottonwotxl 
('anyon Winery, a small winery spi^cial- 
izing in c'state Chardonnay and Pinot 
Noir
l.<Kated bi'hind the San Luis Obispo 
Airport at 4330 Santa Fe Rd., 
('ottonwiKid Canyon also operates out of 
a storage shed, somewhat larger than 
the previous two locations, however.
The tasting room is open Friday 
fnim 1 p m. to o p.m.. Saturday from 11 
a m to .S p.m and Sunday from 1 p.m. to
5 p.ni
The most impressive of the 
wineries explored was Edna Valley 
Vineyard, located at 2585 Biddle Ranch 
Rd.. San Luis Obispo, just south of the 
airport.
The winery, specializing in 
Chardonnay and Pinot Noir, is located 
at the top of a small hill, and provides a 
picturesque \new to enjoy while sam­
pling wine.
The tasting room is decked out in 
wood and glass, with display’s of w-ine. 
gourmet food items and a gift shop.
When you walk in the door, >*00 are 
instantly drawn to the bar, behind 
which is a huge window facing north. 
The window presents a sweeping \iew 
of acres of grapes growing in the rine- 
yard, which is especially gorgeous at 
sunset.
Also, the service is very customer- 
oriented. with a smile and a glass ready 
to go for all patrons 21 and o\-er, holding 
a valid ID.
This particular winery is (Kjuipped 
for public events, with special engage­
ments going on all the time.
For instance, there is a Friday night 
“Wine Down" fiom 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. with 
full-glass samples of wine for $3.50, or 
wine by the bottle. Guests are encour­
aged to bring picnic items from home, or 
purchase snacks at the w inery.
Edna Valiev Vmevard is certainlv
See SO UTH poge 8
Dotiy plx3*o by Sbocbono HebcKi
(Top) A  cheery ottendont at W ild  Horse W inery in Templeton pours o gloss of wine for a visitor to taste. 
(Above) Mortin Brothers W inery, located off Highw oy 46 , is on exquisite beginning to o wine tour. Its 
simple, guided menu helps the novice discover the fruit off the vine ond develop a more mature polette.
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claini-to-fame is its *97 ('hardonnay in 
Botti, fermented in chestnut barrels No 
other winery in the United States fer­
ments in chestnut barrel‘s, according to 
poorer Carrie Zuur, and the Martin 
brothers special order the barrels from 
Italy.
Though the wine was great, it was 
the baskets o f bread scattered through­
out the winery that left the most lasting 
impression. Between sips we sampled 
squares o f fresh sourdough and focaccia 
packed with cloves o f succulent garlic.
In the winerv's small gift shop sits 
even more bread, conveniently located 
near jars o f Martin Brothers’ tasty 
mustards and oils.
We left Martin Brothers feeling 
relaxed and comfortable, and headed off 
to Eberle, just 2.6 miles down the road.
Had we not been to Martin Brothers 
first, Eberle might have overwhelmed 
us. The plush tasting room overlooked 
acres and acres o f vineyards. Three or 
four pourers stood behind the counter, 
ready to fill both our glasses and our 
minds with wine.
Gayle w as our pourer and g'uide, and 
she was the best we encountered all day 
long. Though she had only worked at 
Eberle for two years, she knew all there 
was to know about w'ine.
Our glasses never seemed to empty 
at Eberle. Gayle kept the wdne flowing, 
red after red, Chardonnay after 
Chardonnay, Muscat after Muscat. As 
she poured, she spewed out everything 
she knew about the wines — w here the 
grapes were grown (all are from Paso 
Robles), the alcohol content (quite 
high), the fermentation process, the 
personality o f the farmer, which wine 
was Mr. Eberle’s favorite, etc. A virtual 
fountain o f wine knowledge. Gayle was.
After we tasted, we took a wdnery 
tour that carried us far below the park­
ing lot into the long tunnels where 
Eberle ferments its wine in barrels. 
Walking through the humid tunnels, we 
felt a little like French revolutionaries, 
cracking open a fresh barrel o f wine 
below Paris.
We hadn't set out intending to buy
DoiV by ShosHono Hebah'
Loccrted oil Higfhwcry 46 out&ide oi Paso Robles, ibe entronce to ^^eridion's tasting room is perhaps the most elegont or>d noteworthy, studded wrth 
lorgie oaks, native shrubbery ond benches. H is a perfect spot to picnic after sampling and purchosing some wine at this stop on the wine tour
any wine, but Eberle's varieties were so 
good that several o f us just couldn't 
resist.
Eberle’s high alcohol content and the 
lack o f  good bread to absorb the wine 
(the winery offered only flavorless 
crackers) made me want to curl up in 
the sunlight like the Martin Brothers 
cat and take a little nap. but instead we 
were o ff to Meridian.
A long driveway leading up to a 
beautiful flower garden and lawn greets 
visitors to Meridian. The tasting room
is rather art deco with tile floors and 
tons o f  natural light. Meridian has a 
special tasting list, sem’ing visitors just 
the wines on the list rather than show­
ing the full menu.
The women pouring were young, just 
out o f college, and not as knowledgeable 
as good ol' Gayie. O f course, at this 
point, we had heard so much about wine 
that we were on to more complex ques­
tions: **How do you make it taste like 
different fruits if  it’s just grapes?” (It’s 
a chemical reaction that changes the
m olecular structure o f  the wine to 
resemble that o f the fruit that’s pre­
sent’s flavor).
Here again, we went into the winery 
not planning on purchasing anything, 
but Meridian's wines were so delightful 
that w’e just couldn’t pass up purchas­
ing a couple o f bottles. Two o f  the wines 
w*e tasted were sold only at the winery, 
so we didn’t want to miss our chance
With all the wineries off o f  Hwy. 46 
so d ose  to each other, I «ondered  if
See NORTH page 8
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CongratulatKXis Sigma Class
A4> A d>.^ H's 1st annual
Chili Cook-off
May 16 11-4 at Mission Ptaza
Proceeds go to ctTarity 
Bands Beer, chili. & more'
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ALPHA. Inc 541-2273 
Free Pregnancy Tests, Support
SCORE MORE!! 
GMAT 72 PTS 
G R E214 PTS 
LSAT 7.5 PTS
Pnnceton Review (805) 995-0176
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Typing of Sr Projects Thesis & 
Reports Resumes P C A tA C  783-0426
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EUROPE-SUM M ER *96 
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ARCH. GRADS.
Terrific opportunities m Danvilte 
(E of S.F.) arch firm Creative design 
Some A U TO C A D  Prefer 
Positive environ 510-820-5858
Denny’s is accepting applications 
tor cooks, servers, and 
service assistant 9  both SLO  
locations. Paso Robies and Pismo 
Beach Equal opportuniry 
erripioyer
EARN UP T O  $2000 
P/T IN J U S T  4-8 W EEK S , M EM OLINK 
N E E D S  ONE HIGHLY M O TIV A TED  
IND T O  D IR E C T ITS  SUM M ER 
SALES/M KTG. P R O J AT CAL POLY 
CALL AaronAT 888-509-6380 
IN TER N SH IP  O PP AVAILABLE
FUN SUMMER JOBS
Gam valuable experience working 
with children outdoors We are 
looking for caring Summer Day 
Camp staff whose summer home 
IS in the San Fernando or Conejo 
Valley or neighboring areas 
$2.100 • $3,2004 for summer 
818-865-6263 or CampJobs® aol.com
1 .MI'-l ' M Mi \
HO R SEBACK RIDING S TA F P
Skylark Ranch carnp m Santa Cruz 
Mtns seeks experienced 
horseback nders to deliver a 
comprehensive summer ndmg 
program for girls Teach Western 
English ana Vaulting lessons, 
manage horses and facilities 
Ridmg Director and instructor 
positions available June-Aug., 
competitive salary ♦ R m S d  
Contact Peg Chappars 
(406) 287-4170. e*rt 258
Lifeguards & Swim Instructors 
City of Motto Bay, 30-40 hr'wk 
thru summer. WSI. Red Cross 
Lifeguard. CPR & Title 22 req..
$6 54-6.95^1^ Apply City of 
Morro Bay, 595 Harbor, 772-6278. 
Open until filled
MEDIA ASST.
Need Help with cornputer input and 
Phone. Need an E N E R G E TIC , S E L F ­
S TA R TE R ' G R E A T PAY P T  HRS 
CALL 534-0222
N O W  HIRING -  P/T C O U N T E R  HELP 
FO R  N EW  U P S C A LE C O F F E E  
H O U S E  S TU D E N T-FR IE N D LY  
M A N A G EM EN T S E E K S  E N E R G E TIC . 
FR IENDLY CREW . APPLY AT AP O LLO  
C O F F E E  IN M AR IG O LD  C E N TE R  
(BR O AD & TANK FARM ) BY MAY 16
RESIDENT MGR
POSITIONS AVAILABLE 6'15 
APPLICANTS SHOULD BE MATURE, 
RESPONSIBLE, AND ABLE TO  WORK 
WITH A PROFESSIONAL M GT TEAM 
SECURITY, TENANT ASSISTANCE. LT 
MAINT SALARY 4 RENT DISCOUNT 
P/U APPS 9 200 N SANTA ROSA, SLO
.Ml ’ 1 < \:i • \  :
SALES ENGINEER TRAINEE FOR SO. 
CAL DIST1NBUTOR OF ELECTRONIC  
(XXINTING SCJkLES CAL ROLY GRAD 
LOOKING F<5R SELF-MOTIVATED PER­
SON WHO WANTS TO  LEARN SMALL 
BUSINESS 800-697-9915 OR 
FAX 916-796-4796
Scuba Retail
Pan Time Position 10-30 hrs 
week Scuba Experience 
necessary Weekends & Days- 
Summer 544-7227
THE MI STWC DAILY 
IS YOl R U  IDE TO K JOI! 
7 S 6 - 1 I 4 5
Summer Carnp Staff 
Kennolyn Carnps m Santa Cruz 
has a few openings left for this 
Summer Work June I8th-Augusi 
29th Positions open include 
counseiors for ropes course, 
fencing, archery rtflery, and 
animal care Call (408) 479-6714 
or e-mail kennolyn® aol.com for 
current openings and applicalior 
forms.
Summer Camp Coun8elorsT)irectors 
City of Morro Bay 20-40 hrs'wk 
thru summer organize 6 implement 
age-appropriate activities for 
children, prev exp S'or E C E  
units prêt $5 75-6 95ihr.
Apply City Morro Bay, 595 Harbor 
Morro Bay, 772-6278 Open til filieo
1 Ml ’J ' M.1 \ !
T U T O R S  Summer Jobs available 
m Palo Alto area ana to 
travel Work with' children and 
adults $10 to SiSTiour Training 
provided f a x  resjrne to 
LndamooO-Bell 805-541-8756
I < 11 ; .S \ 1
MATTRESS & BED 
DISCOUNT CENTER
"S TU D E N T D IS C O U N T  S E T  PR ICES 
TW IN  $68 FULL S89 Q U E E N  $149  
KING $169 785-0197
K i  \ I \1 H r  )l ,
A P TS  2 bedrm turn nea»^  Poly 
$680rmo tor 12-mo lease w'lower 
summer rate $740'mo to' 10-mo 
lease 543-8517 after 5 pm
Pismo Beach Ptentai Furnished 
Condo. $700'weekly Sleeps 4-6 
850sq ft Ig sunny kitchen, one 
block from beach Call 
1-888-909-0988
Prot Rehearsal Room Avail 
$l0/hour Avaion Digita' 
Recording Studio 546-0789
I l< »Ml I ( »I ; '’n I
Buying a house or condo'^
For a tree list of all the best priced 
houses 4 condos in SLO 
Call Nelson Real Estate 546 1990


